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 Universkin Serum P Eye Contour
 

 Price: £54.00

SKU: UNI15PEC
Product Page: https://www.cosmedic-clinic.co.uk/product/universkin-serum-p-eye-contour/

Product Summary

Universkin Serum P Eye Contour - 15ml

Universkin Serum P Eye Contour is a multi-purpose soothing serum developed and tested for the sensitive area around
the eye. universkin serum P EYE CONTOUR is a patented formula with great efficiency and is characterized by a milky,
nude and light texture - an intelligent combination in perfect harmony with your skin:

- Camelina oil, the perfect ingredient to allow the skin* to produce natural anti-inflammatory compounds, the
Omega-3** - Biomimetic peptides complex P developed by universkin&#x2122; containing a unique combination
of 4 peptides, that are biological messengers for the physiological balance of the skin* - Hyaluronic acid optimized
to maintain the proper functioning of the extracellular matrix

The effective basis is a high-tech vector that allows to integrate pure active ingredients at concentrations decided by the
practitioner in respect of the regulatory framework. The newly developed viscosity and the safety evaluation*** allow a
certified compatibility with universkin&#x2122; micro-permeation stamp device.

Product Description
 Universkin Serum P Eye Contour - 15ml

Universkin Serum P Eye Contour is a multi-purpose soothing serum developed and tested for the sensitive area around
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the eye. universkin serum P EYE CONTOUR is a patented formula with great efficiency and is characterized by a milky,
nude and light texture - an intelligent combination in perfect harmony with your skin:

- Camelina oil, the perfect ingredient to allow the skin* to produce natural anti-inflammatory compounds, the
Omega-3** - Biomimetic peptides complex P developed by universkin&#x2122; containing a unique combination
of 4 peptides, that are biological messengers for the physiological balance of the skin* - Hyaluronic acid optimized
to maintain the proper functioning of the extracellular matrix The effective basis is a high-tech vector that

allows to integrate pure active ingredients at concentrations decided by the practitioner in respect of the
regulatory framework. The newly developed viscosity and the safety evaluation*** allow a certified compatibility
with universkin&#x2122; micro-permeation stamp device. Contains: Omega-3**, Vitamin E in Camelina oil,
Hyaluronic acid, Acetyl tripeptide-1, Acetyl hexapeptide-1, Acetyl tetrapeptide-2 & Trifluoroacetyltripeptide-2.
Vegan - Gluten-Free - Cruelty-Free New generation skin rebalance magistral eye contour system
 

Product Attributes

- Area: Eyes
- Brand: Universkin
- Volume: 15ml
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